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Remaining mildly bearish, but finding pockets of
deeper depreciation
Our previous outlook on the US dollar called for a
structural decline in the greenback throughout 2021,
largely due to the Fed’s dovish reaction function under
the Average Inflation Target (AIT) framework and an
expected improvement in global economic conditions
due to the development of Covid-19 vaccines. With the
introduction of vaccines in the early part of 2021,
economic conditions have generally improved globally,
or at least show signs of improvement into the middle
of the year once critical mass is achieved (see here for
vaccination projections).
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However, the US dollar hasn’t exhibited the broad structural decline that we anticipated back
in December’s outlook. This is largely due to the results of the Georgia senate run-off in
January, which paved the way for Biden’s $1.9trn fiscal stimulus package in March, and an
earlier and more aggressive vaccine rollout in the US relative to most DM countries.

Together, both developments have increased the likelihood that the US
economy will substantially outperform peers in 2021, reflected in both
the increase and steepening of the US yield curve.

Rising US yields and market expectations that the Federal Reserve will normalise policy
earlier than it is currently signalling has supported the dollar throughout Q1, along with
periodical bouts of risk aversion following global lockdowns and continued virus concerns.
However, we believe this narrative of US economic outperformance has largely run its course
until economic data in Q2/Q3 confirms the markets’ outlook of a more aggressive economic
recovery and pushes the Fed into a more hawkish position. In the interim, given the level of
uncertainty that remains around the outlook, it is likely that the Fed will continue to anchor
front-end real yields by maintaining a dovish stance in its communications. Coupled with
other nations’ vaccination efforts catching-up with the US, this should weigh on the broad
USD dollar throughout the middle of the year. However, the greenback’s decline is unlikely be
as significant as we expected back in December’s outlook.
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Instead, we anticipate mild weakness in the broad US dollar, while deeper pockets of
depreciation can be found where there is divergence in the speed of the economic recovery
and central banks’ corresponding normalisation timeline.
Our assumption of broad USD weakness is based upon the idea that the greenback will keep
adjusting at the right-hand side of the dollar smirk (a variant of the dollar smile outlined in
December's outlook), as it slides down from US economic outperformance to a broader
based global recovery. However, this readjustment won’t be smooth and the dollar is likely to
find additional support as risks surrounding the projected path of the global reopening,
largely due to the development of the virus and roll-out of vaccines, re-emerge. These bouts
of USD strength, due to its haven properties, throughout this adjustment will give the dollar
smirk some teeth.

Key views:
►

Fed to keep front-end yields well anchored as uncertainty around the economic outlook
starts to clear. Inflation data is unlikely to move the needle given the sheer amount of
noise it will hold in the coming quarter, with economic activity data likely to be the more
prominent driver for market expectations. The short-term anchoring of front-end yields,
coupled with the rest of the world catching up with US vaccinations should result in mild
and broad USD weakness, especially as the Fed sits behind the curve.

►

Pockets of deeper USD weakness are likely to persist, however. We anticipate these to be
visible in currencies such as NOK, CAD, NZD and GBP based upon divergence in central
bank normalisation timelines. However, over the longer-run, the magnitude of the dollar’s
losses against these currencies may change, depending on the strength of the respective
recoveries and forward guidance supplied by the central banks.

►

Dollar’s haven attributes remain. Given the amount of uncertainty still in play in the global
economic recovery, as evidenced lately by the third wave in Europe and threats of
protectionist measures regarding vaccines, the dollar is likely to enjoy periods of sharp
risk-off inflows throughout its mild depreciationary trend.

►

Risks: the risks to our outlook for the dollar are fairly balanced. The prospect of a better
economic recovery in the US due to the release of pent up demand, additional
infrastructure spending and higher inflation forcing the Fed to be more hawkish will
promote a stronger broad dollar. To the downside, less divergence in DM growth rates due
to the faster distribution of vaccines elsewhere, a softer US recovery than currently priced
by financial markets, and a more dovish Federal Reserve than currently anticipated all
pose substantial downside risks to the broad dollar.
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Giving the dollar smirk some teeth
A by-product of the Fed’s shift towards an Average Inflation Targeting (AIT) framework is that
the previous dollar smile dynamic became more of a smirk. That is, the threshold at which US
economic outperformance results in USD appreciation is now much higher than previous as
the Fed’s reaction function is more dovish – it now allows an inflationary overshoot in the
medium-term, thus capping how high front-end real yields can climb. This dynamic has
largely played out in FX markets throughout the course of Q1; higher nominal US yields were
largely driven by rising inflation expectations, whereas real yields remained sanguine in
comparison, especially at the front-end of the curve.

The result was much milder USD appreciation than one would
expect under the Fed’s previous average inflation target.
Rise in nominal 2-year treasury yield was driven by inflation expectations, while the FOMC
did a good job at halting any rise in front-end real yields
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The Fed’s anchoring of near-term expectations is visible across a number of financial
instruments, including overnight index swaps
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Now, with Biden’s $1.9trn fiscal stimulus package and faster vaccine roll-out priced into USD
assets, the emphasis is on the incoming data to confirm the market’s expectation of an
aggressive recovery. Given current pricing, this tilts the risks to the downside. Meanwhile, the
Federal Reserve has effectively
anchored front-end real rates by
relaying a dovish reaction function
The improvement in the global economic
in their March meeting. This makes
recovery will then take some of the shine
the US dollar much more
off the US economic recovery, narrowing
susceptible to broad depreciation
its relative outperformance and forcing a
as other developed economies
repricing on the right-hand side of the
catch up with vaccine distribution
USD smirk.
and their economic recoveries
start to take shape.
However, there is still a lot of uncertainty in the global economic recovery, highlighted
recently by the rising case counts in Europe and the hurdles to widespread vaccine
distribution. In this climate, periods where risk appetite deteriorates sharply are likely. With
the dollar’s haven channel alive and well, our expectation of mild depreciation in the broad
dollar is unlikely to be smooth. We label this dynamic “giving the dollar smirk some teeth”,
where the teeth denote periods of sharp risk-off pricing, providing the dollar with short-term
strength. The magnitude of the dollar’s risk-off spikes will be circumstantial, with larger and
more elongated periods of USD strength resulting in the event of more structural downside
risks to the global economic recovery materialising.
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With the Fed anchoring near-term expectations with a dovish reaction function, we expect
mild USD deprecation to occur, while flurries of risk-off USD strength are likely

USD performance

Teeth: Dollar still maintains haven properties and
with much uncertainty still left in the global economic
recovery, risk-off spikes in the dollar are likely along
the mild depreciation trend.

Mild USD depreciation as frontend yields anchored and other
DM economies catch up to US
outperformance.

US economic performance relative to rest of the world

Upside risks to this view remain…
Speculation that the Fed will be forced to hike rates earlier than currently signalled remains in
market pricing. Within the FOMC itself, there is also some divergence in how members see
the economic recovery unfolding too, with 7 FOMC members now projecting lift-off in 2023.
While most members still hold a more dovish view that financial instruments are pricing,
should economic activity data come in strong over the coming months, it is likely that
markets will begin ramping up pressure on the Fed to alter its stance and signal earlier
normalisation. While the FOMC still has some ammunition to push back expectations, namely
quantifying what the threshold of the labour market recovery is, the data could disconnect
front-end real rates. The corresponding rise in front-end real yields under this scenario will
result in a stronger US dollar as it sits further to the right-hand side of the smirk.

Dot plot suggests no rate hikes in 2023, but QE tapering likely to keep
liftoff in 2 years as an option
Monetary policy expectations have shifted dramatically in the past quarter as the US
economic outlook improved.
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Market pricing now implies at least three hikes by the end of 2023, but this currently conflicts
with the Fed’s March Summary of Economic Projections, which saw the median dot plot
remain at current levels over that timeframe. While the FOMC were not in unanimous
agreement over the 2023 rate projection, with 7 members forecasting at least one 25bps hike
in that time period, Chair Powell has repeatedly downplayed inflation fears. At both the press
conference and subsequent testimony to Senate and House committees, Powell has stated
that any uptick in inflation will be of a temporary nature. The signal cast by Chair Powell
confirms the dovish message sent out via FOMC projections, further anchoring market
expectations at current levels.
Balance sheet expanded more aggressively during Covid crisis than GFC

“In terms of policy, the Fed has made it clear that it will likely follow a similar
playbook to that used in 2013-14 once its qualitative conditions are met.”
These include substantial progress in the labour market to the level of “full employment”,
inflation reaching 2% and inflation running above 2% (AIT) for an unspecified amount of time.
In December’s meeting minutes, “a number” of participants noted that once substantial
further progress had been attained, a gradual tapering of purchases could begin, following a
sequence similar to the one implemented during the purchase programme in 2013 and 2014.
Chair Powell has reiterated this message, in part, with his commitment to signal the tapering
of the QE programme well in advance.
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The previous period of tapering saw Chair Bernanke announce the event 11 months prior to
the first taper, which was scaled at $10bn a month. However, given the faster nature of this
recovery due to substantial fiscal and monetary support, we anticipate the pace of QE
tapering will be faster than the previous episode.

Based upon the January New York Fed survey of Primary
dealers, we forecast that QE will be wound down across the
course of 2022, averaging a pace of $15bn a meeting.
In order to signal this in advance, the Fed is likely to announce the tapering itself around midQ3/ early-Q4. This should allow enough time for economic conditions to warrant the removal
of some monetary stimulus, which is critical given that in the latest press conference Chair
Powell stated an improved outlook by itself isn’t enough to move the needle for the central
bank. An improvement in economic conditions is needed as the Fed now sits behind the
curve.
Strong fiscal and monetary support to compress QE tapering timeline compared to
2013/14

Powell also stated the FOMC is considering a new set of labour market indicators to reflect a
more inclusive representation of the labour market.
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Indicators up until last year focused on the unemployment rate, the labour force participation
rate and the employment-to-population ratio but did not account for differences in ethnicity,
education or wage growth, despite statistics showing unemployment and wages for Black
Americans, low-wage workers and those without college degrees have taken longer to
recover from previous downturns than broader metrics. During the 2008 financial crisis, the
Fed cut their benchmark interest rate to nearly zero and started raising it in December 2015
when unemployment had recovered from 10% to just 5%. The Fed did not take into account
that Black unemployment still stood at 9.4% at the time. Using a more inclusive dashboard to
determine when full employment is reached has a dovish implication for the Fed, as this
means policy will stay accommodative for longer. Under our current assessment, this could
mean two things. Either the Fed’s tapering of its QE is likely to be less aggressive than our
expectations, or the time between the end of purchases and the first rate hike is longer. Both
options are viable at present, with incoming data likely to determine the Fed’s overall
decision. Regardless, as things stand, this working assumption of the Fed’s QE tapering keeps
lift-off in 2023 as a viable option.

Economic outlook
Economic conditions in the US have improved dramatically since the turn of the year. This is
most visible in the upgrade in the median economic growth forecast supplied to Bloomberg,
which now sits at 5.65% as per March’s poll; a full 1.75% higher than the December median.
Although this is likely to be upgraded further in April’s forecasting round, with the Fed itself
projecting real GDP growth of 6.5% this year in its March SEP.

The improvement in the growth outlook is reflective of not only the
$1.9trn fiscal stimulus package and faster vaccination distribution in the
US, but also the improvement in economic data over the last few months.
The US labour market has added 545,000 jobs in just the first two months of 2021, with a
jobs boom expected to come in the coming months as the economy undergoes a broader
reopening – some 5.5m jobs have been lost in higher risk industries, with most set to be
recouped once the restrictions are eased.

Taken together, the US economy is expected to lead growth in the G10
space in 2021, sheltering the dollar from a more substantial bout of
depreciation as per our dollar smirk argument.
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US economy expected to lead G10 growth in 2021

There remains multiple unknowns to the US recovery, as there are with most DM economic
recoveries at present. The main source of uncertainty is around consumption patterns once
economic restrictions are lifted given the elevated level of household savings and the size of
direct government transfers. Different policymakers see the future of consumption
differently, with some suggesting it will lead to a swathe of pent-up demand being released,
while others suggest consumers will see the elevated savings more as built up wealth. Powell
recently referenced this uncertainty in his March press conference, stating “you can only go
out to dinner once per night”, however the true future of consumption patterns could change
the direction of the projected recovery dramatically. Meanwhile, hiring and investment
intentions from businesses could rebound quicker given a stronger economic rebound, while
the fiscal multiplier is yet to be gauged given the inclusion of direct stimulus cheques to
consumers. Finally, supply constraints could stoke inflation further if met with increased
demand pressures upon reopening. Taken together, the risks to economists’ current
economic projections are relatively balanced on average. However, the same cannot be said
for the current level of market pricing, where the risks are tilted towards the economic
recovery undershooting expectations. At present, 2-year breakeven rates suggest inflation
will average 2.65% over the coming 24 months, while Eurodollar futures are currently pricing
in a rate hike from the Fed as early as December 2022. This suggests growth would have to
exceed the Fed’s estimates of 6.5% in 2021 and 3.3% in 2022, while the unemployment rate
will have to fall below 3.5% - the rate currently projected by the Fed for 2023 and deemed
not sufficient to signal a rate hike in 2023.
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Given this, it is more likely than not that US economic data undershoots current market
pricing. This would confirm the Fed’s current conservative stance, with the repricing of
market expectations further weighing on the US dollar over time.

Pockets of deeper dollar depreciation
Considering our expectations for the US economic recovery and the timeline for policy
normalisation by the Federal Reserve, pockets of deeper dollar depreciation are likely within
the G10 space on the back of policy divergence. Under the assumption of QE tapering in
2022 and rate lift-off sometime in 2023, the normalisation timelines of central bank’s such as
the Norges Bank, Bank of Canada, Bank of England and Reserve Bank of New Zealand are
deemed relatively hawkish. This divergence should prompt greater USD downside against
their respective currencies, which will only be exacerbated should the US economic recovery
not live up to expectations.
Forward cash rate spreads show expectations of earlier policy normalization
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It is worth highlighting that expectations of interest rate lift-off aren’t the sole driver for FX
outperformance. Monetary normalisation as a whole should be taken into account given the
tapering of QE programmes is a natural precursor to rate lift-off. While the above graph
highlights just rate expectations, with Norway’s policy lift-off outstripping the rest due to
there being no active QE programme, it does highlight growing divergence in policy paths.
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We highlighted the divergence in G10 monetary policy back in the March 22nd week ahead,
however since then there have been some notable updates. Announcements by New
Zealand’s government surrounding the housing market have trimmed expectations of RBNZ
policy adjustments, while BoC Deputy Governor Gravelle has seemingly teed up the Bank of
Canada to announce the tapering of its QE programme at their April meeting.

Both events haven’t significantly changed our overall view that policy
in these nations will pre-empt the Federal Reserve and result in more
targeted pockets of USD depreciation.
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